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Abstract—Reducing test cost by minimizing the overall test
time is one of the main goals of System-on-Chip (SoC) test
scheduling. Power-aware strategies optimize the overall test time
of a test schedule for a global peak power budget. For power-
constrained test scheduling with multiple test clock frequencies,
a fast heuristic method for sessionless test scheduling is proposed.
Experiments on several ITC’02 benchmarks show that a test time
reduction of 10-20% over optimized conventional session-based
test scheduling is possible.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent times, highly integrated System-on-Chip (SoC)
devices, often containing heterogeneous cores, have been
extensively used in networking and communication applications
to meet the high performance processing demands. High levels
of integration and increased complexity in modern SoCs have
resulted in large volumes of test data, which in turn has led
to longer test times. Hence, test time reduction has become a
major objective in the field of SoC testing. Test scheduling is
a popular approach taken towards achieving this objective.

Test scheduling can be defined as a process of scheduling
the tests associated with various cores of an SoC such that
resource and power requirements are satisfied. Existing test
scheduling strategies can be divided into:

• Session-based (non-partitioned) test scheduling, where no
new test is allowed to start until all tests of a previous
session are completed.

• Sessionless (partitioned) test scheduling, where test session
boundaries are ignored and a test may be scheduled to
start as soon as possible. The sessionless or partitioned
test scheduling can be further divided into preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling. In the preemptive strategy the
tests can be interrupted or restarted at any time whereas the
non-preemptive strategy does not allow such interruptions.

The power consumption of a circuit during test mode is

Fig. 1. Two test scheduling strategies.

often higher than functional mode. While testing multiple
cores simultaneously can reduce the test time significantly, such
concurrent execution is limited by high power consumption due
to increased switching activity. Power constrained test schedules
are optimized for resource and power management during
testing while reducing the overall test time of the SoC [2],
[3]. It has been shown [11] that test time minimization can be
achieved for a given power constraint by adopting variable clock
frequencies for each test session of the SoC test schedule. For
this, the test time and test power of the core are formulated as a
function of the test clock frequency. An Integer Linear Program
(ILP) formulation then includes a term that corresponds to the
clock frequency of each session. One disadvantage of this
method is that as the number of cores increases the complexity
of the problem grows quickly and thus a solution becomes
intractable for larger SoC designs. Also, the session-based test
schedule introduces idle time gaps, as seen in Figure 1, in
the test schedule. The latter can be overcome by adopting a
sessionless test scheduling strategy. Previously, the problem
of sessionless test scheduling has been tackled by heuristics
such as tree-growing algorithm [8], bin packing algorithms [4],
[5] and simulated annealing [16]. Several papers [5], [9], [14]
have considered test time reduction through optimizing the Test
Access Mechanism (TAM) and wrapper chains of the core. In
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Heuristic 1
list1 = list of core tests to be scheduled {initially contains all core
tests}
list2 = list of core tests currently executed {initially empty}
tsch = 0 {overall test time of the test schedule}
while list1 is not empty do

list2 = empty list
while P ′ < Pmax do

insert random test i into list2
delete test i from list1
F = min(fi, ∀i ∈ list2)

P = ΣPi, ∀i ∈ list2

P ′ = P × F

end while
if P ′ > Pmax then

if P > Pmax then
remove recently added test from list2

else
F = Pmax

P ′

end if
end if
tsch = tsch + min(ti,∀i∈list2)

F

delete the test with smallest test length
for all remaining tests do

preempt the test and add it to list1 with updated test length
end for

end while

Fig. 2. Heuristic 1: A preemptive algorithm for sessionless test scheduling.

our work, however, it is assumed that the design for testability
(DFT) infrastructure is already in place for the SoC and that the
TAM assignment and the wrapper design have been optimized.
Instead, we make use of the test clock frequency to reduce the
overall test time of the SoC. In this paper, we propose heuristic
approaches for sessionless power-constrained test scheduling
with customizable test clock. The contributions of this paper
are as follows:

1) heuristic method for sessionless test scheduling with
frequency scaling and preemption, which yields con-
siderably better test times than the session-based ILP
method.

2) heuristic method for sessionless test scheduling without
preemption which yields comparable or still better results
than the heuristic employing preemption.

II. PROPOSED METHODS

Sessionless test scheduling provides a better alternative to the
session-based scheduling in terms of test time reduction, at the
cost of area overhead and scheduling complexity [9]. Further
test time reduction can be obtained by scaling the test clock
frequency dynamically during the sessionless test schedule. For

Heuristic 2
list1 = list of core tests to be scheduled {initially contains all core
tests}
list2 = list of core tests currently executed {initially empty}
tsch = 0 {overall test time of the test schedule}
while list1 is not empty or list2 is not empty do

while P ′ < Pmax do
insert random test i into list2
delete test i from list1
F = min(fi, ∀i ∈ list2)

P = ΣPi, ∀i ∈ list2

P ′ = P × F

end while
if P ′ > Pmax then

if P > Pmax then
remove recently added test from list2

else
F = Pmax

P ′

end if
end if
tsch = tsch + min(ti,∀i∈list2)

F

delete the test with smallest test length from list2
for all remaining tests do

retain the test in list2
update test length

end for
end while

Fig. 3. Heuristic 2: A non-preemptive algorithm for sessionless test scheduling.

this, we provide two heuristic algorithms. Heuristic algorithms,
often employing greedy approaches, perform much better in
terms of CPU time as compared to exact methods such as
ILP. While a heuristic method does not guarantee an optimal
solution, a good algorithm can produce near-optimal values
consistently.

In the first heuristic approach (Figure 2), we assume that a
test can be suspended (preempted) and resumed at any given
time. This allows us to partition a single test into multiple tests,
each with a smaller test length. We also assume that these
partitioned tests can execute independently. The algorithm
inserts a randomly selected test into the test schedule until the
power consumption is close to the peak power budget (Pmax).
The test clock rate is scaled by a factor F , which reduces the
test time but increases the power consumption proportionately.
Hence, Pmax limits the scaling factor F . The scaling factor is
also restricted by the maximum frequency limit of individual
cores (fi), decided by the cores’ critical path or rated power
limit. Since cores under concurrent execution share the same
test clock, the clock rate is decided by the slowest core among
them. The frequency of the test clock is only altered on the
completion on a test.
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TABLE I
COMPARING TEST TIMES (IN ARBITRARY UNITS) OF SESSION-BASED AND SESSIONLESS TEST SCHEDULING WITH FREQUENCY SCALING.

Benchmark circuit Number of cores
Session-based schedule Sessionless test time and reduction over session-based schedule

test time Heuristic 1 Heuristic 2
from ILP [11] Test time Reduction Test time Reduction

a586710 7 13011130.62 12501982.47 3.91% 12501982.47 3.91%

h953 8 121715.34 96716.285 20.54% 96716.285 20.54%

ASIC Z 9 268.274 238.58 11.07% 239.47 10.74%

d695 10 12730.74 10005.8 21.40% 9875.6 22.43%

RandSoC 100 1373.27 [10]* 1141.57 16.87% 1149.17 16.32%

* Heuristic solution. ILP could not complete the 100 core problem.

In the heuristic procedure, list1 contains information of cores
tests that are to be scheduled. Initially, this would include all the
cores of the SoC. As the cores are scheduled. they are removed
from list1 and added to a new list, list2. On the completion of
a test, the remaining tests in list2 are preempted. A preemption
implies that the tests are suspended and the remainder of the
tests are treated as new tests to be scheduled later. These ’new
tests’ are added to the list1. This process is repeated until
list1 becomes empty, indicating that all cores of the SoC have
been included in the test schedule.

Preemption increases the complexity of the scheduling
algorithm and in some cases, it may not be possible to preempt
a test. To address this issue, we propose another heuristic
method which, on completion of a test, adds a random new
test to the schedule (Figure 3) while allowing the tests that
are already executing in the schedule to continue until their
completion. In other words, those tests are not preempted.

III. RESULTS

The proposed heuristic algorithms were tested on four
benchmark circuits: ASIC Z, d695, h953, a586710. Three
of the benchmarks (d695, h953, a586710) are a part of the
ITC’02 benchmarks [1]. The system ASIC Z was introduced by
Zorian [15] and consists of RAM, ROM and other blocks (Fig-
ure 4). The test power information for the ITC’02 benchmark
circuits were obtained by the power profiles generated through
Markov models by Millican and Saluja [7]. To account for
limits on the frequency of individual cores, maximum clock
rates were assigned to each of the cores of the benchmark
circuits. The simulations were performed on a Dell workstation
with a 3.4 GHz Intel Pentium processor and 2GB memory.

The heuristic methods were also applied to a SoC with
hundred cores. The test time and the test power for the core
tests of this SoC were generated in a random uniform manner
within a specified range. The ILP based optimization procedure

Fig. 4. Components of ASIC Z and their test times (in arbitrary units) and
test power (in mW) [15].

for the SoC for session-based test scheduling did not complete
even after fourteen hours of simulation. Hence, a heuristic
solution for the session-based test scheduling is developed [10].

Coupled with dynamic frequency scaling, the sessionless
test scheduling provides much better test time minimization
than the session-based test scheduling. From Table I, where
the test time obtained for the session-based test using ILP is
compared with solutions of the preemptive (Heuristic 1) and
non-preemptive (Heuristic 2) heuristics, it can be seen that even
the simple heuristic methods for the sessionless test scheduling
achieve better test time minimization than that obtained for the
session-based scheduling through an exact method (ILP).

For the system ASIC Z, Larsson and Peng [6] report a
test time of 262 units for a power constrained sessionless test
schedule. By making use of frequency scaling, we obtain a
test time of 238.6 units for the same system and conditions,
which is an improvement of 9% over the existing solution.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have presented heuristic methods for sessionless test
scheduling. These methods employ customized test clock to
enhance the test schedule optimization and further reduce
the overall test time. A drawback of the session-based test
strategy is that it introduces idle time gaps in the test schedule.
This drawback is overcome by the sessionless test strategy by
scheduling new tests as soon as the old ones complete execution.
We have provided two heuristic approaches for the sessionless
scheduling; one preemptive and the other, non-preemptive. In
the preemptive algorithm, it is assumed that a test can be
suspended and resumed at will whereas in the non-preemptive
strategy, the tests run until completion uninterrupted. Heuristic
methods for both strategies perform better than the ILP method
for the session-based strategy, as seen in Table I.

The JTAG standard has been commonly used to provide test
access to the SoC. A JTAG with a single test access port (TAP)
may only be able to support session-based scheduling since,
concurrently tested cores are included in the same test data
register (TDR) and only one TDR can be accessed at a time
through the single TAP. However, other access mechanisms,
such as the IEEE P1687, can support both session-based and
sessionless scheduling [13].

In this work, we have assumed a single constant voltage
supply and vary the test clock frequency within the bounds
of structural constraint (such as critical path) and power
constraint (rated power limit) of the cores. For timing tests
where frequency is critical during the capture cycle, varying the
clock frequency may be limited to the shift cycles where in the
test data is shifted in/out. The shift cycle involves multiple clock
cycles to shift the test data in/out as opposed to the capture
cycle which is a single, often at-speed, clock cycle. Hence,
shifting data faster by varying shift cycle clock frequency can
lead to a considerable reduction in the overall test time of
the SoC. The constraints on the shift clock rate would be the
critical delay of the scan path (structural constraint) and the
shift power limit (power constraint) of the scan tested core.

The clock frequency is bounded by structural and power
constraints. However, in [12] we have demonstrated using ILP
that by manipulating the supply voltage (VDD) these constraints
can be so altered such the clock frequency may be further
increased, thus, minimizing the test time. A Heuristic solution
for co-optimizing supply voltage and the test clock rate is
yet to be developed but is likely to produce similar results as
obtained in [12].
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